**WARA, Vets Club Mixers Fill Social Calendar**

Crossroads Queen Reigns With For in New System

For the third year, Marian will participate along with Butler, Indi-
ana University, and Wabash in a newly-organized debate team, the Crossroads Rehabilitation Queen Contest.

Nights will be held in a center where both physical and mental rebuil-
ding of veterans from service injuries will now be treated. The center is scheduled to open in the fall of the year.

**Sweethearts Ball Royalty, left to right, are Bob Carter, Queen Marie Moncrief, last year's Miss America, Kathy Tim Bobb, Ruby Jansen, Judy Harriss, Gone Hungate, Billie Burke.**

Honor Students Begin Study Of Social Science Classics

After completing discussion of world literature, the Honors Pro-
gram students have begun stud-
ies on the history and social science field. There are many choices available to students who wish to study this subject.

Class Goes to Purdue To Hear Attlee Speak

International Relations class, with Father John Deasy, in-
structor, toured to Purdue Uni-
versity last week to hear Mr. Clement Attlee, Attlee, post-war Labor prime minister of Great Britain, give his views on the relationship of the world and the work of the United Nations.

Third member of the troupe,
class of nineteen, was invited to attend the program.

Porgy and Bess Singing Troupe Appears Here at Mar. 24 Assembly

He was in the movies and stage appearances. In the recent world-wide tour of Porgy and Bess, the American stage production of the opera, the four members of the troupe were featured with the Leonard de Paur Chorus. The Broadway production of Porgy and Bess, under the leadership of illustrator, has been scheduled to open in the fall of the year.

Third member of the troupe, junior Sue Farny, was invited to attend the production with the Leonard de Paur Chorus. The Broadway production of Porgy and Bess, under the leadership of illustrator, has been scheduled to open in the fall of the year.

Four Debaters Clash Under the direction of speech under-
standing, an impromptu debate on the topic of the South, was held. The debate was held in the Student Room, and is arranged to take place at a later date.

**Students Choose Valentine Royalty**

Freshman Marie Maciejczak and sophomore Tom Bobb resigned their positions as queen and king of the Sweetheart Ball, Valentine Dance, February 6. They will participate in a variety of activities and are expected to attend any of the various social events.

**New Ruling**

A "Mardi Gras" theme will be used for the event. The party will be held on Valentine's Day, February 14.
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'Weapons of Truth, Weapons of Love'

This month marks the 50th anniversary of the Catholic Press Association and the annual observance of Catholic Press Month. It is the occasion to recognize the efforts and the press and express the importance of the role of Catholic Press in our lives.

Stop and think. Once we leave college, most of us will also leave the proximity of spiritual activity. For some of us, this Lent will be the last residue of the special Catholic-weekend, but our personal efforts will be reduced to our own spiritual needs. This is now the controversial birth control issue. The Catholic Press strikes back with its own weapon in proving that the law of God and the law of nature are unchangeable.

No less significant is the role of providing "weapons of love" to mankind, the charity of God through the media of all the mass communications.

As students, we should use the Catholic Press to augment what we read in the secular press. In a world filled with complex problems affecting our material and spiritual welfare, we need to know the Catholic viewpoint. We should not be seduced for the opportunity to read the Catholic Press at leisure. People in godless countries where the press has been suppressed claim that the Catholic press would eagerly jump at a chance to read the truth.

To bring home the importance of a good Catholic Press, Pope Pius X once said, "In vain will you find missions and build schools if you are not able to wield the offensive and defensive weapon of a loyal Catholic Press."

Letter to the Editor

Dear Editors,

Just recently I lost the opportunity to attend Mass and receive Communion because I had been overlooking a pleasure that is available to all students, but commonly ignored.

It was indeed a pleasure to view some Marist girls who are responsible students praying before the Mass for the betterment of the school. I had mistakenly thought, before attending the meeting, that the student board was just a grand assembly of noise and gaiety.

I am sure that the members of the board do a lot of credit for all their "unappreciated" labor. I am sure that many other students would be in for a pleasant surprise if they took the trouble to back up their representatives by attending a board meeting.

Surprised Student

Now Is the Time

Lenit is coming. Give up candy? Give up this . . . Give up that . . . Yes. It's time to change our personal ways.

Point of View
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Washington Sightseers Discover Identity of Pierre L'Enfant

by Mary Fran Beckmeyer

Sunday, Jan. 24, eight travel­loury people stepped off the train in Washington, D.C., in anticipation of a full-throttle itinerary. After frothing up at their hotel, which incidentally was headquarters of a "Draff Stevenson" movement, the group moved out into the Capital city on their way to Muse. A puzzled look emerged on their faces as they glanced across the street at a building bearing the name, "Pierre L'Enfant.""The Sisters were on their way to Boston for a meeting of the Inter­national Catholic Shrine of the Im­maculate Conception.

CARD PARTY DEFRAYS ATHLETIC EXPENSES.

Blue and gold, the college col­or, was the dominant theme to the party and friends' card party Feb. 17.

A special feature of the evening was the awarding of a Traveler scholarship. At the General Electric clock radio.

Chairmen and co-chairman were Mary Evelyn Carter and Mrs. Edward H. Whiner, and as they felt the train lunch and watched that horrid shaking sound.

The Sisters were on their way to New York Catholic Association of Col­leges, and had just finished din­ning. When the time came for the train, but the train was going ap­proximately 85 m.p.h., and so was the wind.

A special feature of the evening was the awarding of a Traveler scholarship. At the General Electric clock radio.

Chairmen and co-chairman were Mary Evelyn Carter and Mrs. Edward H. Whiner, and as they felt the train lunch and watched that horrid shaking sound.

The Sisters were on their way to New York Catholic Association of Col­leges, and had just finished din­ning. When the time came for the train, but the train was going ap­proximately 85 m.p.h., and so was the wind.

Sisters Share Grim Experience As Diesel Gets Out of Control by Becky Yaher

"It's happening! That is what it's like to be in a train wreck."

This thought raced through the minds of our Dean, Sister M. Agnes, and Sister M. Agnes Clare, as they felt the train lunch and watched that horrid shaking sound.

The Sisters were on their way to New York Catholic Association of Col­leges, and had just finished din­ning. When the time came for the train, but the train was going ap­proximately 85 m.p.h., and so was the wind.
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The Sisters were on their way to New York Catholic Association of Col­leges, and had just finished din­ning. When the time came for the train, but the train was going ap­proximately 85 m.p.h., and so was the wind. The most frightening thing was this...

The flares were very high, and high tension wires are in the area. The fire de­partment responded quickly, and was able to get the blaze under control.

(Continued on Page 4)
Maids Battle with I.U. Nurses

For 52-38 Basketball Victory

by Mary Ellen Eyerman

An aggressive Maids’ team gave an excellent account of itself by topping I.U., 52-38 on the home floor. Mrs. Thomas Clarke’s six players exhibited athletic ability, and drove to battle from a one point deficit. The Maids held the 32 point lead in the following periods of action.

Defensively, the Maids showed a remarkable hitting percentage led by senior forward Mary Ellen Eyerman. She scored four of the six points. Teammates senior Jim Decker and freshman Patricia Dugan gave the Maids much support. Joey Zolotnitsky pushed through the remainder of the points with Jan Kiefer, and Eileen Mueller playing majors Dave Field and Bob Ayres, business major Rudy Jansen, and the “old philosopher,” Bill Murphy.

Easter in Bermuda

Beckons Marianites

An “Easter in Bermuda” tour for Catholic college students is again being sponsored by the Children’s Home Council of Catholic Colleges students this year. A unique feature of the plan enables students to spend Holy Week and Easter Sunday with their families.

Dates for this tour are April 18 to Sunday, April 24, inclusive. The tour is available at the low price of $215.

Intramural Report

With the end of the intramural season drawing near, there exists the possibility of a playoff game. If this playoff game is to materialize, the Knicks must defeat the Rebels both in the preliminary and championship games.

The Knicks won that game by a slim two points. Although the Knicks own a 48-38 regular season victory over the Vets, previous records would prove to be of little consequence in a post-season championship game.

Statistics of the latest skirmish, Feb. 14, are as follows:

LEADING SCORER
Knicks 5 1 Mike Dury 11
Vets 5 1 Jim Jenks 10
Atoms 4 3 D. Kallmyer 14
Nets 4 2 S. Gantz 10
Royals 3 2 Bob McMurtry 11
Rebels 2 1 Bill Talbot 8
Celtics 1 3 Dave Gruner 12
Lakers 1 5 Dan Astleid 22

In their two preceding games, the Knicks succeeded to their original destinations.
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News Briefs

Seventeen new students have had applications on file under their academic studies. Three of these are returning students, seven are transfer students, and seven are entering college for the first time.

Recruitment is 580.

Dr. H. C. Christofferson, director of secondary education at Marian College, Oxford, Ohio, spoke to junior and senior high school teachers tomorrow at the Mathematics Institute.

“Methods of Achieving World Peace,” was the topic of Father Joseph Dudley’s address at the Central Avenue Methodist Church’s Brotherhood Meeting Feb. 18.

For information, write to the President of the Public Relations Department.